
August 16, 2019

To all USAJRF Coaches and Athletes,

The Competition Committee is always looking at new ideas to improve the qualification standards for
the U.S. National Jump Rope Championships and in the process find more ways to create more
competition opportunities throughout the year.

Over the past year, the committee has been working on a new process for which athletes will qualify
in their speed events.

Speed Qualifying Changes for 2020

For the upcoming competition year, instead of qualifying a certain number of athletes per age and
gender (by region), athletes will now qualify by achieving a predetermined qualifying score.

These scores are based on the median score between first and tenth place from last year’s Nationals
scores. A further deduction of 4 was taken off the score for a final qualifying score.

Added Opportunities to Qualify and How

At any time during the year a team or group of teams can hold a qualifying speed tournament by
sanctioning their tournament through USA Jump Rope. During a sanctioned tournament any athlete
that achieves the qualifying score is now eligible to compete at the national tournament in that
event.

This means that in any region a team can hold a sanctioned speed tournament any time during the
competition year, up to the deadline date for regional competitions February 1st. In a region of, say 5
teams, each team could hold a tournament each month beginning in September and ending in
February. Athletes that achieve a qualifying score during the first tournament would not have to
compete in that event again until the National Championship if they choose to. They could also
choose to compete in all 5 tournaments even though they have already qualified, with the
assumption that more competitive tournaments will prepare the athlete for Nationals.

If at First You Don’t Succeed, Then Try Again

If an athlete fails to achieve the qualifying score during the first tournament, they can go to the next
one and so on until they achieve the score needed to get to Nationals.

During a speed tournament, of say 3 hours, the Host Team could run through all speed events several
times giving athletes’ multiple chances to achieve their scores. When the day is finished the athlete
has either qualified for nationals or knows they need to get to another sanctioned speed tournament
to achieve their numbers.



What is Required and How Do We Host?

All athletes must be current USA Jump Rope members. There is a $25 Sanction Fee for each speed
qualifier to be paid to USA Jump Rope. The host team/teams have the option of charging an amount
to the athletes to cover gym time or other fees they may incur by holding a tournament with a cap of
$20 per person. There is a capitation fee to USA Jump Rope for each competitor of $5. If you do not
have to pay for gym space, you have the flexibility of charging as little as $5 (cover capitation fee to
USAJR) or $10, $15, $20 with a profit of up to $15 ($20-$5 capitation fee to USAJR) per person as a
team fundraiser.

If you are interested in hosting, please click the link to apply:

2019-2020 USA Jump Rope Sanctioned Tournament – Event Registration

My Athletes are new and not ready to attend Nationals, but would love the experience

We are extending this event to non-competitor athletes. They will need to register as a non-
competitor member ($22) and register for the Sanctioned Speed Qualifier the same way competitors
register. IF after the qualifier they achieve the scores to move on to Nationals, they are welcome to
upgrade their membership to a full competitor membership for $26.

For Triple Under Events, all 15 and over athletes that compete in either a sanctioned speed
qualifier or Regional Tournament, automatically qualifies for that event. No minimum number is
required.

Regional tournaments will still need to be conducted for freestyle events as all athletes need to be
scored by the same panel of judges. If all athletes, participating in the regional qualifier, have already
achieved their speed scores then the regional tournament would only have to include freestyle
events, which would drastically decrease the amount of time needed to conduct the tournament. If a
team still has athletes that have not achieved their qualifying speed scores, a regional freestyle
tournament would include speed trials for those athletes. This would be the athletes last chance to
qualify in a speed event.

If a team qualifies a certain group of athletes (four SRSR members) and then decides to change
team members, they will again need to qualify at a Sanctioned Speed Tournament or Regional
Qualifier.

If after all regional tournaments are completed any age/gender event that has less than 39 (Rule of
39) the next lower scores will be taken until the field has 39 or more athletes.

All judges, either speed or freestyle, will still need to be trained and have passed all tests to be
qualified prior to any tournament. Judges that were certified in 2018/2019 will have an extension
to their certification through October 31, 2019 for the purpose of judging at any Sanctioned Speed
Tournaments up until that date.

http://events.constantcontact.com/register/event?llr=uray48dab&oeidk=a07eghixqy228880331


Having a qualifying number to achieve, and multiple tournaments to participate in, will do several
things:

1. It gives athletes a goal to shoot for instead of automatically qualifying because their region
doesn’t have enough athletes in their age/gender group. This will make the athlete more
competitive once they get to the national tournament.

2. It will give athletes the ability to compete more than twice a year (regionals and nationals).
Because they only need a number to qualify, they could attend a speed tournament outside
their home region, and get experience competing against other athletes they will see at
nationals.

3. Multiple tournaments will give judges more experience clicking speed in a competitive
atmosphere. This can only help lead to more accurate speed scores.

4. Regions with high numbers in age/gender groups will be able to qualify more than the current
qualifying number of 5. If all athletes in an age/ gender group achieve their qualifying score
they are all qualified for nationals in that speed event.

It is the Competition Committees hope that each team will not only hold a sanctioned tournament
but attend other teams’ tournaments so that athletes will have more opportunities during the year to
compete.

The scores athletes will need to achieve are as below:



Male MTSDU MTSS MSRS M3MS Female FTSDU FTSS FSRS F3MS

10-U 50 50 109 300 9 52 52 100 287

11-12 56 56 109 310 10 54 54 106 314

13-14 61 61 127 350 11 57 57 106 314

15-16 74 74 145 354 12 59 59 119 330

17-18 74 74 148 390 13 63 63 130 350

19-22 76 76 145 390 14 67 67 132 350

23-29 67 67 134 365 15-16 71 71 135 350

30-49 44 44 114 300 17-18 72 72 138 365

50+ Any score achieved during a
sanctioned speed tournament

19-22 72 72 138 365

23-29 72 72 138 365

30-49 52 52 100 259

50+ Any score achieved during a sanctioned
speed tournament

Team SRSR DDSR DDPS

10-U 244 144 160

11-12 255 158 188

13-14 270 200 210

15-17 299 245 260

18-O 299 270 285

30-O 250 145 175

Substitution rules apply to all qualified teams as per rulebook


